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You may have been concerned that your last
N.G.I. was a little delayed - this was due to an
unfortunate major printing error which we considered HAD to be put right before distribution.
It was thought that readers would have preferred
to wait a week or so and receive a No. 62 rather
than have a SECOND No. 61 delivered on time.!
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This has unfortunately contributed to less advertising being received by the press date for this
issue - and with the predicted slackening off
(at this time of the year) in display advertising,
this has meant a reduction by four pages. However,
a 'bumper' 44 page issue is promised for next time.
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The festive season is with us again and in
addition to wishing all our members and readers
VERY BEST WISHES FOR CHRISTMAS AND
THE NEW YEAR, we have extended the 'Know
Your Knarrow Gauge' feature to give you some
fireside fun with a CHRISTMAS QUIZ. Test
YOUR knowledge without reference to other
literature and BEFORE turning to the Answers!

... 33

... 34

"NG I. : - Narrow in name,
Broad in scope".

Errors N.G.I. 62-pages 3, 4 & 38 respectively :
Photo Credit due G.E.C. WEBB
H.N.G.R.S. - BOTH carriages
seat 30,
Photo Credit due R.N. REDMAN

This issue brings your new Editorial Team one
full circle - back to the ,Winter number. With
membership of the Society now at an all time
'high' of 800 plus and from the never ending flow
of correspondence received, it appears that
Members and the Society have benefitted not
inconsiderably from the first year of N .G .I.

[R.P.M: 10/72]
Please note : We can only publish the
material we have to hand at respective Press
Dates - future issues are therefore largely
in YOUR hands. Articles should, whenever
possible, be accompanied with GLOSSY,
CONTRASTY, BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS - (and DRAWINGS where
applicable). If you have material relating to
Railways between 7%ins an? 4ft T~ins gauge,
it will be best appreciated in N.G.I. - the
Magazine for the N .G. specialist.

A further boost to the Society image was
recently effected when two of the winning entries
of our last Photographic Competition were reproduced in the October '72 "Railway Magazine",
courtesy of their Assistant Editor, Mr. G. J. Flower.
Our attention has been drawn to the fact that
two photographs we featured in N.G.I. 62 were
without the consent of those responsible for their
taking. Whilst offering our apologies to those
Members concerned we would point out that these
photos were used in good faith and no photographer's name or claims on copyright appeared
anywhere on the offending prints. Would all
photographers please remember that if acknow-

*We will always be pleased to consider a 'free
plug' for advertiser's material by publication of
suitable photos, drawings, etc. on any aspect
relating to N.G. railways.
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THE NEW COMPANIES
A SERIES DEVOTED TO THE
'PRESERVATION MOVEMENT'
The LEIGHTON BUZZARD
NARROW GAUGE RAILWAY
1967 - 1972
(LEIGHTON BUZZARD N.G.R.S.)
Situated

:

Gauge : 2ft
Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.

By MIKE SHEEHAN.
<J4-0WTP.C.ALLEN (Orenstein& Koppel 5834
of 1912) seen here ambling alongside Vandyke
Road in the English countryside, 1971.
(Mike Sheehan)

ends. There were many problems facing them
however; There were no passenger facilities, no
workshops, no stock storage facilities, and for
many years the line had been run with only
minimum maintenance, and the track was therefore totally unfit for any form of regular passenger
service, - and above all there were no locomotives
and no rolling stock ! A start was made when four
diesel locos were obtained from St. Albans, (from
which two working locomotives were salvaged.)
Three bogie wagons were obtained locally from
Joseph Arnold and Sons Ltd, and later two more
from Essex.
Early trains were operated for
enthusiasts only, and passengers had to stand in
the unconverted wagons.

Situated on the outskirts of Leighton Buzzard,
this line is an unusual one in several ways. At 3%
miles it is the longest passenger carrying narrow
gauge railway in England, it is virtually complete in
its original form, it has some of the steepest
gradients worked by adhesion in the country and
about one third of it is still in use for its original
purpose - that of carrying sand from a number
of quarries to the washing and grading plants at
Double Arches, near to the A5 main road.
The line was originally built in 1919 to replace
the road transport then in use, which was badly
damaging the local roads, and it provided a direct
connection with the then LNWR Leighton Buzzard
to Luton branch at Grovebury Sidings. For almost
fifty years the line enjoyed an uneventful, and
sometimes very profitable, existence until the
impending closure of the branch line in 1967, and
the loss of transfer facilities, forced the quarry
companies to look to the roads for future shipment, and most of the line then became redundant.

These early trains were operated more as a relief
than anything else, but they did provide some
much needed income whilst the main task of
creating a station and engine shed at Page's Park
took most of the time, money and labour then
available, although some was diverted to the
section of track alongside the park so· that some
form of regular passenger service could be operated.
These efforts bore fruit in mid-1968 when the first
steam locomotive, 'Chaloner', arrived after a long

In early 1967 a small group of enthusiasts
approached the owners of the line and were given
permission to operate a passenger service at week-

IRON HORSE PRESERVATION
SOC/ ETY. Early days, Motor Rail,
5612 (now a brake van) seen here
at Double Arches, returning bogie
wagons borrowed from Joseph
Arnold & Sons Ltd for use on the
inaugural passenger trains 3/3/68.
(NGN52/8)
(Pete Nicholson)
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carried over this longer distance. Much minor
trackwork was carried out and no fewer than four
new locos arrived, 'Pam' at the beginning of the
season, 'Redlands' and 'Caravan' in July and 'P C
Allen' in October. The Winter of 1970-71 was
probably the busiest so far, with the complete
remodelling of Page's Park station, the relaying of
another half mile of track, and the partial conversion of an old stable building into a workshop.

sojourn at the home of her owner. However,
when she was steamed the following weekend it
was discovered that her wheels were only 1 ft 10%in
at ONE end II and she had to be recauqed before
entering service, - hauling one of the bogie
wagons which had hastily been converted into an
open coach.
Later in 1968 'Pixie' arrived, but it was six
months of hard work before she entered service
in 1969. This was the first rsal.season.of passenger
working and a total of 5,800 passengers were
carried between Page's Park and Stanbridge Road.
During the season a second open coach entered
service, and another steam loco, 'The Doll', arrived
from Bressingham. At the end of the year another
half mile of track had been completely relaid,
and the first roofed coach built.

The 1971 season saw continued progress of the
railway and, with three locos in steam, a regular
service was operated as in 1970. For the first time
a Winter service was operated, and the 'Boxing
Day Specials', driven by Father Christmas, took the
passenger total to over 10,000 for the first time.
During the year· another open coach was brought
into service and one of the earlier open coaches
rebodied. In August 'Haydn Taylor' arrived, and
the conversion of the stables at Stonehenge
continued throughout the Summer.

1970 saw the extension of the regular service
to Leedon, with occasional trains to Vandyke
Junction, and a total of 6,800 passengers were

PIXIE (Kerr Stuart 4260, an 0-4-0ST of 1922) steams away from Pages Park shed leaving THE DOLL (Barclay
1641) on an adjacent line.
(L.B.N.G.R.S.J
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Huns/et 2 176 of 19 40 is curren tly on loan to the L.B .N .G .R .S . by m em ber John Thom as. Show n here al
form er location B urton Constructional E ngineering C o. Ltd in 8/69 (N G N 6 1/18 ), it is of unique design
distinguishable from the usual 25/32H P type by its larger w heels and deep er fram e.
(Pete N icholson)

almost 1% miles of track have been relaid. In
addition four coaches and two brakevans have been
built, and the whole programme has been carried
out for less than the cost of one ex-B.R. locomotive from the Barry scrap yards I In May 1972,
these five years of enthusiastic hard work were
handsomely rewarded when the Leighton-Linslade
Urban District Council announced their support
for the preservation scheme, and stated that it
would ensure that the railway remained open as a
public amenity as long as there are volunteers to
operate it. With this boost to morale, plans have
been drawn up for additional facilities at Page's
Park, more track relaying, signalling and lever
operated points at most loops and the installation
of telephone communications along the whole
line. The Society has purchased its own steam
locomotive, and the frame-work of a large shed
has been donated which will eventually provide
covered accomodation for all our stock. The
timescale for these improvements depends on two
factors finance and manpower, in particular we are
very short of Members with engineering and trackwork experience, but all railway enthusiasts are
invited to join us, keenness and the will to work
hard are the main qualifications needed I Those
interested
should contact the Membership
Secretary :- D. Barrow Esq., 7 St. Andrews Road,
Blatchley, Bucks for further details.

The Winter of 1971, and early 1972 proved to
be a testing and puzzling time for the Society.
With the completion of the workshops in November
we had, for the first time, adequate engineering
facilities and electric power, but for some unknown
reason interest began to wane and far less work
was completed than in previous Winters. The
general feeling of despondency was not helped by
an unfortunate succession of mechanical failures
which withdrew 'P, C. Allen' from service in
February for a major rebuild, and later saw
'Chaloner' and 'Pixie' out of use during the main
running season, necessitating an all diesel service
for about eight weeks. However, the influx of new
blood and the successful steaming of newcomer
'Rishra', coupled with the fact that passenger totals
remained above the 1971 level soon brought
matters back to normal. The season saw the
introduction of timetable working for the first time,
and work commenced on the bodies of yet another
coach and a brakevan, -and three more locos '43',
'Carbon'and 'New Star' arrived.
To date the Society, which still numbers less
than 200 Members, has created a delightful
passenger carrying railway. Its 1./lembers \operate
and maintain five steam, five diesel and two petrol
locomotives, and over the past five years a station,
running shed and workshops have been built, and
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ALONG THE LINE
largely urban surroundings, but beyond Stanbridge
it moves out into the open countryside. Although
the area through which it runs is relatively flat, the
line was built as cheaply as possible and follows
the contours very closely, with the result that there
is only one very short level section, and several
quite steep gradients ( 1 in 25 to 1 in 30), between
Page's Park and the present terminus at Munday's
Hill. This latter loop is about Xi mile from the
original terminus at Double Arches, but the last
section of track is still used extensively by sand
trains and is unsuitable for passenger working.

The only station yet built is at Page's Park, just
off the Heme! Hempstead Road on the outskirts of
the town. It has a bookstall and a buffet and there
is a large car park nearby. There is a single sleeper
built platform with coaling and water facilities, and
a long run-round loop. Alongside is the two
road running shed, once the sole covered accornodation on the line, and there are two stock sidings,
although all passenger stock is now kept at the
workshops in order to minimise the constant
serious vandalism that besets the railway. For the
first three quarters of a mile the track runs through
NGN: Refs:

49/6, 51/5, 52/8, 54/14, 56/8, 58/17, 59/10, 61/10, 62/11, 64/8, 65/10, 67/9 & 12,
68/15, 69/11, 70/7, 72/10, 74/11, 75/10, 77/7, 78/11 & 79/10.

NGI.Refs:

59/9,60/12&15&62/7.

Britain's only Baguley steam locomotive, No.2007 RISH RA posing outside the L.8.N.G.R.S. workshops at Stonehenge,
August 1972 - before repainting and fitting of cab/canopy. (NGl.59/9)
(John I. Knight)
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(Com piled N.G.R.S. - H.R.0 .)
LOCOM OTIV E & ROLLING STOCK LIST (AS AT OCTOBER 1972)

3. RISHRA

Baguley 2007 Built 1921 0-4-0 Tank 'Flanders' class.
Owned by
M. G. Satow. Ex Calcutta Water Works, Puita Pumping Station, Calcutta,
India 11/71.
Barclay 984 Built 1903 0-4-0 Wing Tank 2ft 6in gauge. Owned by
R. P. Morris. Formerly Scottish Gas Board, Proven Works, Glasgow.
Arrived Stonehenge 8/72 for temporary storage.

THE DOLL

Barclay 1641 Built 1919 0·6-0 Tank. Formerly Stewarts & Lloyds Ltd,
Bilston, Staffs. Arrived 8/69.

1,CHALONER

de Winton Built 1877 0-4-0 Tank, Vertical Boiler. Owned by A. R. Fisher.
Formerly Pen-yr-Orsedd Slate Quarry Co. Ltd, Nantlle, Caerns. Arrived
6/68.

No.114,PETER PAN

Kerr Stuart 4256 Built 1922 0-4-0 Saddle Tank 'Wren'·class. Owned by
T. Coburn. Formerly Devon County Council, Beacon Down Quarry,
Parracombe, Devon. Arrived 8/72.

2, PIXIE

Kerr Stuart 4260 Built 1922 0-4-0 Saddle Tank 'Wren' class. Owned by
Industrial Locomotive Society.
Formerly Devon County Council,
Wilminstone Quarry, Tavistock, Devon. Arrived 12/68.

11, P.C ALLEN

Orenstein & Koppel 5834 Built 1912 0-4-0 Well Tank. Owned by
Sir. P. C. Allen. Formerly Solvay & Cie, Barreda. N. Spain. Arrived 10/70.

PAM

Orenstein & Koppel 8986 4-wheel diesel type MD2.
Owned by
P. Hodges.
Formerly Woodham Brick Co. Ltd, Wootton, Bucks.
Arrived 12/69.
Hibberd 2514 4-wheel diesel type 39.
Owned by J. A. Thomas.
Ex Butterley & Blaby Brick Coys Ltd, Blaby Brickworks, Leics 9/72.
Hunslet 2176 Built 1940 4-wheel diesel 25/32 HP class. Owned by
Ex Burton Constructional Engineering Co. Ltd, Burtonon-Trent, Staffs 9/72.

J. A. Thomas.

Hunslet 3646 Built 1948 4-wheel diesel 25/32 HP class. Owned by Arnold
& Nathan (Plant Hire) Ltd, East Peckham, Kent. Arrived 8/72 courtesy
J. A. Thomas.
• NEW STAR

Lister 4088 Built 1931 4-wheel petrol, R type.
Brick Co. Ltd, Leicester. Arrived 1/72.

• REDLANDS

Motor Rail 5603 Built 1931 4-wheel diesel 20HP Ex Redland Flettons Ltd,
Kempston Hardwick, Beds 7 /70.

No.5, R9

Motor Rail 5608 Built 1931 4-wheel diesel 20HP Converted to a brake van.
Ex St. Albans Sand & Gravel Co. Ltd, Herts 1967.

No.8, R8

Motor Rail 5612 Built 1931 4-wheel diesel 20HP Converted to a brake van.
Ex St. Albans Sand & Gravel Co. Ltd, Herts 1967 . Initially used as a
loco by 1.H.P.S.

103, R7

Motor Rail 5613 Built 1931 4-wheel diesel 20HP Converted to a mobile
crane chassis. Ex St. Albans Sand & Gravel Co. Ltd, Herts 1967'.

No.6, R3

Motor Rail 5875 Built 1935 4-wheel diesel 20/28HP Converted to 'a brake
van. Ex St. Albans Sand & Gravel Co. Ltd, Herts 1967.

• CARBON

Motor Rail 6012 Built 1930 4-wheel petrol. Owned by C. Coombes.
Formerly Standard Bottle Co. Ltd, New Southgate, Gr. London. Arrived
3/72.

*CARAVAN

Motor Rail 7129 Built 1938 4-wheel diesel 20/28HP Ex Redland Flettons
Ltd, Kempston Hardwick, Beds 7/70. Fitted with 'over-all' cab/canopy.

• HAYDN TAYLOR

Motor Rail 7956 Built 1945 4-wheel diesel 32/42HP Owned by British
Industrial Sand Ltd, ex Leziate Works, Norfolk 8/71.

No.43

Motor

Rail

10409 Built

Formerly New Star

1954 4-wheel diesel 32/42HP Owned by

J. Cohring. Originally 'Leighton Buzzard Light Railway No.11.' Arrived
4/72.
[ "Name not carried]
There are five bogie coaches, built on a number of different Hudson underframes and seating
24 or 27 passengers. Also a number of skips, several four wheeled and bogie flat wagons, and some
specialised tank vehicles.
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Britain's only working de Winton, 0-4-0T CHALONER - a real veteran of 95 years receiving youthful
assistance in preparation for ·yet another days service. Pages Park Shed, 1912.
(P. H. Groom)

NB: * Map of System - see supplementary drawing
sheet with this issue.

EX WORKS ...
EX WORKS ... 1924

BAGULEY (ENGINEERS) LTD No. 2028

750mm Gauge

The only Baguley - Clarkson
Steam tractor built was a 50hp
machine for the Egyptian Delta
Light Railways, supplied through
Light Railways Ltd. This had a
Clarkson double acting patent
thimble boiler working at 250
psig, a Clarkson V - twin highspeed compound engine of 3%in
and 6in bore x 4in stroke and
incorporated a two-speed Baguley petrol locomotive transmission unit giving a maximurri
speed of 24mph. Performance
was much inferior to contemporary EDLR 'Sentinels' and the
locomotive was scrapped after
a comparatively short life.
Acknowledgements to
BAGULEY - DREWRY L TO.

RODNEY WEAVER
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IN THE NEWS

A recent new and short lived name for the
worksplete enthusiast: HUDSWELL BADGER
LTD - successive name to HUDSWELL
CLARKE. Plate D 1418 is depicted here as on
0-6-00 No.49 of B.S.C. Shotton Works,
Flintshire (NGN15/13).
(Locomotive construction by Hudswell Badger was subsequently
taken over by the nearby Huns/et Engine Co.
during the latter half of 1972).
(H. T. Caffyns)

NOW IN BRITAIN I

Orenstein & Koppel 11784 SAO DOMINGOS, 0-6.()WT seen here

shunting

at Pedorido, Portugal in May 1968, one of three shipped to the U.K. by Member Alan Keef in
August of this year.
No.11784 has subsequently turned up at the 'Knebworth West Park &
Wintergreen Railway' in Hertfordshire.

NGI. 63

(NGN.79/9)
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(Alan Bowler)

A recent 'exp ort': 3ft qauge 0-6-0 T
"N A N C Y " (A vonside 1547 of 19 08)
was shipped over to Lo rd O 'N eitl's
SH A N E S CA S T LE R A ILWA Y at
A n trim , N orthern Ireland in Sep tem ber 19 72. "N A N C Y " originated from
the ironstone industry and has been
Pattling w ith the elem en ts at Watnall

lNotts), since rescue from
Minerals Ltd, Eastwell
(Leics) in 1961.
Seen
Watnall February 1967.
(Alan

Staveley
Quarries
here at
Bowler)

Resplendent in 'ex works' yellow
livery (and complete with chrome
fittings !). Brook Victor Electric
Vehicles Ltd of Burscough sriaoe,
Lanes. have recently been turning out
these 2ft 6in gauge 4-wheel battery
electric locos for the Ministry of
Defence, Royal Ordnance Factory
at Bishop ton, Renfrews, (Scotland).
To date 12 such locos have been
delivered and depicted here is one
(of the 3xx series) at Burscough
Bridge, 1968. (NGN73/16).
(Brook Victor Electric Vehicles Ltd)

Ruston 411322 of 1958 better
known as Ed10 of British Railways,
Beeston Sleeper Depot, Notts is now
employed by Shephard Hill, the
contractors. This 3ft gauge 48DS
class loco is currently being used on
the construction of the elevated
hovercraft track between Earith,
Hunts (where depicted 9/72) and
Sutton Gault, Cambs (NGN74/15).
For this unusual work it has been
fitted with rubber tyres for running
on the concrete 'track' and 'out·
riders' for keeping it on course.
(Pete Nicholson)
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BRITISH NARROW GAUGE
LOCOMOTIVE REGISTER
PART 5.

KERR, STUART & CO. LTD.

California Works, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs
compulsory windinq-up of the Company. This
took all by surprise as it was a factor outside the
Company itself which had lead to this sudden
financial downfall. The Company's name had been
used to back another Company which had failed
and as the guilty party had fled the country it was
the employees who were to suffer: It was then
impossible to bring the Company back to its feet,
the great slump of the 1930's not being a minor
contributor to this. The goodwill, patterns, drawings etc were acquried by the Hunslet Engine Co.
Ltd of Leeds in 1930 who were to continue pro·
duction of the standard designs right up to the
present time. The most recent N.G. steam loco
built in Britain Hunslet 3902 of 1971 being of
Kerr, Stuart's 'Brazil' class (NGl.60/8).
The
California Works still stands today and is currently
occupied by the Brookfield Foundry & Engineering
Co.

No.4047 ('Modified Tattoo' class - compare with standard
'Tattoo' class No.2395 page 14). Talyllyn Railway No.4
EDWARD THOMAS at Wharf Station 7/67, its Gies/
"ejector front end device" clearly visible.
This was
removed when it became due for renewal, although it had
proved successful and economical during its 11 years of
use.
(Pete Nicholson)

Kerr, Stuart & Co. Ltd built locomotives for a
relatively short period and that their products have
survived so extensively and their name is so well
known today is itself a tribute to the firms design
and workmanship. The Company's origin can be
traced back to 1881 when 'James Kerr & Co. of
Glasgow' was founded as rolling stock and permanent way contractors and engineers. The title
Kerr, Stuart & Co first came into being in 1883
and in that year its narrow gauge activities included
the supplying of track to the famous Vol ks Electric
Railway at Brighton.

A range of standard designs for light railway
use was produced and locos were built for stock
when orders were low. The smallest of the range
was the well-known 'Wren' class while the 'Tattoo'
and 'Brazil' classes were enlaregments of this design
and were available for gauges 2ft to 4ft BY.in.
The larger six-coupled classes such as 'Barretto'
and 'Matary' were designed for plantation use by
the Crown Colonies. Locos were also built for
special orders such as those demanded by the
Scottish gas works and the Irish N .G. passenger
railways. The firm was a pioneer in the introduction of internal combustion locos and a pair
of 25HP petrol locos, (one of 1ft 6in and the
other of 1 ft 10in gauge) emerged as early as 1904.
Later a range of diesel locos were produced, those
for N.G. use having either 30HP or 60HP McLarenBenz engines. Several of these were supplied to
both British and overseas customers but perhaps
the best known is 4415 which ran trials on the
Welsh Highland Railway in 1928. Experiments
were also carried out with steam locos and a high
pressure geared loco was built after the arrival of
K. W. Will ans from Sentinels.

Locomotive orders however were subcontracted
initially and one of their subcontractors was
Hartley, Arnoux & Fanning of California Works,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs. In 1892 this firm was
acquired and Kerr, Stuart moved to Stoke to
become locomotive builders in their own right.
Two years later it was incorporated as a limited
company although James Kerr left about this time
and was later followed by James Stuart. Under
the guiding hand of G. F. Glass-Hooper the works
was considerably modernised in order to compete
with the longer established loco builders. During
1910-1911 there was a break in production
while the Company administration was completely
reorganised.

Although none of the fatter interesting locos
survive in Britain, the 15 complete locos of eight
different designs represent one of the most varied
ranges of locomotives by any one builder in
Britain today. The tiny Scottish gas works locos
being a great contrast to the massive 'Matary'
class JOAN very recently re-patriated from the
Caribbean.

Many locomotives were produced over the next
18 years for a world wide market and other
ventures were embarked upon such as a diesel
lorry. The future appeared secure until 1929
when a petition was received demanding the
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(COMPILED BY THE SOCIETY HON.
RECORDS OFFICER - Pete Nicholson)
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Class
Type
Length ( over a II)
Width
Height
Weight (working
order)
Driving wheels
Trailinq wheels
Wheelbase (coupled)
(total)
Cylinders
Tractive effort
@85% W.P.

(i)
0-4-0T
1 Oft4in
3ft1 Qin
5ft
3T
1ft8in

2ft7in
2ft7in
6x9in

-

'SIR DAR'
0-4-ffi"
12ft3in
5ft8in
7ft6in
5T12c
2ft

'BARETTO'
0-6-2T
18ft1 in
7ft1 in

-17%T

2ft3in
1ft5¥.in
3ft6in
5ft6in
3ft6in
12ft6in
6x10Y,in 10x15in
75551bs

-

'BRAZIL'
0-4-2ST
t 21 ft1 QY,in
7ft
9ft6¥.in
13%T
2ft6in
1ft6in
3ft9in
8ft11 in
9x15in
55081bs

'HAIG'

'MATARY' 'TATTOO'

'WREN'

0-6-0T
14ft
5ft8¥.in
8ft11in
10%T

0-6-2T
19ft1in
7ft5in
1 Oft7in
21T

0-4-2ST
13ft7in
5ft10¥.in
8ft1 Qin
8Y..T

0-4-0ST
10ft4in
4ft2%in
7ft8in
4T3c

2ft
1ft4Y,in
3ft
7ft6in
7x12in
34501bs

1ft8in

1ft11 s,8in

2ft3in
1ft6in
4ft7 1,8 in 5ft6in
4ft71t8 in 12ft6in
8Y,x11in
10x15in
47901bs
80271bs

-

-

3ft
3ft
6x9in
20161bs

(t 15ft1 OY,in without couplers ! )

No.4219 ('Brazil' class) "MEL/OR"
[Right] and No.4034·:'Baretto' class)
"SUPERIOR" [Below] both spent
their industrial careers at BOWA TE RS
U.K. PULP & PAPER MILLS LTD,
Sittingbourne, Kent - pictured here
sometime before the 'takeover' by
the L.C.G.8. in 1969 "MEL/OR"
remains on the newly established
Sittingbourne & Kemslev Light Railway there whilst "SUPERIOR" subsequently (1970) found its way to
the Whipsnade & Umfolozi Railway
in Bedfordshire.

A REMINDER ....
Members are invited to submit material-photos
(not necessarily recent but good quality
black & white) and/or technical data of locos
for inclusion in future parts. Additional and
corrective information on published items is also
welcomed. The records are being compiled for
ALL builders simultaneously-(it is proposed to
ultimately publish the cumulative parts in one
book suitably brought up to date with information
subsequently received and illustrated with further
photos and drawings).
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No.

YEAR

CLASS

GAUGE

OWNER, LOCATION & RUNNING IDENTITY (October 1972)

720
721
886
926
1049
1158
2395
3024
3114
3117
4034
4047
4219
4250
4256
4260
4404

1901
191:)2
1905
1905
1908
1909
1917
1916
1918
1918
1920
1921
1924
1922
1922
1922
1927

(i)
(i)
'BRAZIL'
'BRAZIL'
'BRAZIL'
'SIRDAR'
'TATTOO'
'BRAZIL'
'WREN'
'HAIG'
'SARETTO'
'TATTOO'
'BRAZIL'
'WREN'
'WREN'
'WREN'
'MATARY'

1ft11Y.in
1ft11%in
2ft6in
2ft6in
2ft6in
1ft11Y.in
1ft10%in
3ft
2ft
1ft10%in
2ft6in
2ft3in
2ft6in
2ft
2ft
2ft
2ft6in

I. N. Fraser, Palace Gates', 18 Viewfield Road, Arbroath, Angus.
The Narrow Gauge Railway Museum Trust, Tywyn Merion.
Sittingbourne & Kenisley Light Railway Ltd, Kemsley, Kent.
Sittingbourne & Kemsley Light Railway Ltd, Kemsley, Kent.
Whipsnade & Umfolozi Railway, Whipsnade Zoo, Beds.
A. J. Hills, Gilfach Ddu, Llanberis, Caerns.
C. Pealling c/o Bressingham Steam Museum, Diss, Norfolk.
Whipsnade & Umfolozi Railway, Whipsnade Zoo, Beds.
R. P. Morris, 193 Main Road, Longfield, Kent.
C. Pealling c/o Cadeby Rectory, Leics.
Whipsnade & Umfolozi Railway, Whipsnade Zoo, Beds.
Talyllyn Railway Co., Tywyn, Merion.
Sittingbourne & Kernstev Light Railway Ltd, Kemsley Kent.
Museum of Science & Industry, Newhall Street, Birmingham.
T. Coburn c/o Leighton Buzzard N.G. Rly, Beds.
Industrial Loco. Soc. c/o Leighton Buzzard N. G. Rly, Beds.
Welshpool & Llanfair Light Railway Co. Ltd, Llanfair Caereinion, Mont.

[15, BONNIE DUNDEE]
[No.2]
[PREMIER]
[LEADER]
[No.2, EXCELSIOR]
[DIANA]
[STANHOPE]
jNo.1]
[3114)
[SGT. MURPHY]
[SUPERIOR]
[No.4, EDWARD THOMAS]
[MELIOR)
[No.56]
[No.114,PETER PAN]
[2, PIXIE]
[JOAN]

NOTES:
886 & 4219 are owned by Bowaters' U.K. Paper Co. Ltd, and are on loan to the Locomotive Club of
Great Britain, operators of the S.K.L.R. lease.
926
is owned by a svndicate of Members of the L.C.G.B. (S.K.L.R. Section)
1158
was built as 750mm gauge but order cancelled and delivered as a new loco of 1ft11%in gauge on
14/4/17.
2395
regauged from 2ft in 1934, now dismantled to'frame only'.
3024
is'chassis only' - retained as a source of spares.
3117
was regauged from 600mm at Bethesda in 1922 where it was completely rebuilt in 1932, the
boiler assembly and side tanks then being lowered to improve stability.
4047
is nf 'Modified Tattoo' class (width 5ft2in height 8ft). Fitted with a Giesl ejector from 9/58
to 1!l69.
4404
is of 'Modified Matary' class, fitted with a 'Huxley' class boiler and extended side tanks.
FURTHER REFERENCES: A Hunslet Hundred. (David & Charles)
Industrial Railway Record Nos. 5&6 (B.L.C. - 1.L.I.S.) ('Wren' Class)
Bowater's Sittingbourne Railway (L.C.G.B.) - ('Brazil' Class)
The Welshpool & Llantalr Light Railway. (David & Charles) - ('Matary' Class)
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO: T. L. Barber/Pleasurerail Ltd, I. N. Fraser, A. J. Hills, S. A. Leleux and A. S. R. Parsons.
[See also pages 3 & 14.]

No.3117 (Rebuilt 'Haig' class) SGT.
MURPHY at Lord Penrhvn's Slate
Quarries, Bethesda, Caerns on
18/5/51. Although the only example of a 'Haig' class extant in
Britain today, it is not a true
representative o'f the class as its
1932 rebuild gave it a most uncharacteristic 'squat' appearance.
(The late G. Alliez)

COPYRIGHT:- N.G.R.S.
NEXT ISSUE (SPRING 1973) PART 6, RUSTON & HORNSBY (No's. 160000-199999).
All contributions relating to this builder to the H .R .0. as soon as possible please, (remembering that the
series is restricted to existing locos in the British Isles).
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WAGONRY

BELFAST & NORTHERN COUNTIES RAIL·
WA Y No.932.
A 3ft gauge 4 wheel wooden
wagon (fully sprung and hand braked) saved from
the burners by Member W. P. McCormick and
currently in use on Lord O'Neitl's Shanes Castle
Railway ec Antrim in N. Ireland. (NGl.60/22-23).
·
(The Lord O'Neill)

TUBS AND TIPPERS at A.P.C.M. Ltd, Sittingbourne Works, Murston, Kent (4ft3in gauge) 5/12/70.
A contrast in wagon design over 50 years of production by Robert Hudson Ltd, Gildersome
Foundry, Leeds.
(Pete Nicholson)
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LOCO-BIOGRAPHY
ALISTAIR PARSONS

KERR STUART & CO. LTD. No.2395

No.2395 in 1946. STANHOPE in action
amidst grey slate on the Pone Twrch
level at Lord Penrhyns Slate Quarries,
Bethesda, Caerns.
(S. Roberts)

1917

Built at the California Works in Stoke-on-Trent, an 0-4-2 Saddle Tank of 2ft gauge - the first of the "Tattoo"
class. Despatched 23rd February to the Holloway Bros. contract at Rosyth R. N. Dockyard. (Scotland).

1930 Arrived in Weardale for the Durham County Water Board, Burhope Reservoir Contract (1931-1937). Subsequently
acquired the name "STANHOPE" - taken from a nearby village of the same name.
(At some time between 1917 and 1934, No.2395 had a new cab fitted and the boiler was reset slightly lower in
the chassis.)
1934

In December a sale of contractor's plant at the Site included "STANHOPE". Sold for £190 to Lord Penrhyn's
Slate Quarries at Bethesda, Caerns. Upon arrival in North Wales, loco was stripped down, the boiler removed and
retubed. Regauged to 1ft 10%in.

1935 Early in January (and now displaying unlined black livery) No.2395 was put to work shunting the quays at Port
Penrhyn.
1940 Transferred to the Bethesda Workshops (Coed-y-Parc) for a thorough examination and then repainted in lined black
livery. Sent up to work in the Quarry complex - the middle forties it was noted on the Pone Twrch level.
1947 Withdrawn and 'laid up' on the scrap line alongside the workshops at Bethesda. Various small fittings removed
over the course of the next few years.
1953 Numerous parts sold to the Talyllyn Railway for use on another "Tattoo" class loco, No.4047 of 1921, T.R.
No.4 "EDWARD THOMAS".
1966 For 13 years - until November 1966 - the remains of "STANHOPE" gradually deterioratedand rusted away,
until ultimately sold into enthusiast hands - and subsequently dismantled entirely I The boiler was used to rebuild another Penrhyn loco - "BRONLLWYD" (Hudswell Clarke 1643) (N.G.1.61/11)
1972 The frame of No.2395 still remains at Bressingham, Norfolk, to this day

STATISTICS
Weight in working order: 8tons 10cwt
Tractive Effort : 29401bs@ 75% (Approx 36HP)
Boiler Pressure : 1601bs p.s, i.
Cylinders: 7in x 12in
Wheelbase: Coupled - 3ft, Total - 7ft 6in
Wheel Diameter: Driving - 2ft, Trailing - 1ft 4Y.in
Sharpest curve recommended : 50ft radius.

NGl.63
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THE NARROW LINES
OF INDUSTRY

I

ALONG THE DARENT
VALLEY
with MICHAEL JACOB

Green liveried Ruston 277273
of 1949 speeding four U-tippers
across the level crossing in Franks
Lane. Farningham. road traffic
being held at bay by temporary
traffic lights.
(Nore massive
cement
silo
behind
trailing
wagon).
(Michael Jacob)

narrow gauge 'terminus". The line was operated
by a train consisting of a bright yellow Motor Rail
four-wheeled diesel (22031) and a train of
concrete-carrying 'U' - skips. This was probably
the most unusual feature about the whole contract:
that it was entirely operated by diesel power and
not the much more common battery electric locomotives. The track itself, however, was the more
usual 2ft gauge Jubilee pre-fabricated track laid
straight on to the qround and only fixed to it by
the odd lump of concrete dropped from a passing
train.
bue to the softness of the ground, quite unsuitable for road transport, such a railway had to
be employed, the basic function of which was to
carry loads of concrete to the end of the line
where the pipe was being laid; the line progressing as the pipe moved forward
.

By the time this article appears, it is expected
that the last sections of rail will have been removed
from what can only be termed as a very rare
railway and which operated in conjunction with a
four to five mile pipeline contract along the
Darent Valley not 20 miles from the centre of
London.
The Farningham Sewer Contract was taken on
by A. Waddington & Son Ltd. at the beginning of
the year to lay a large concrete pipe along the
Darent Valley from the village of Hawley Nr.
Dartford, to Farningham some four miles to. the
South.
This event was most unusual for both its length
and closeness to London, and immediately captured
the interest of your author in being only five miles
cycling distance from his home; a close eye could
thus be kept on the railway at all times !

The Hawley line ran from its terminus to the
end of the pipe which reached several hundred
yards from the silo before access could be gained
from another point. At this juncture the railway
was pulled up (about June) and transferred to
another site.

The first visit took place last Easter and the first
site to be discovered was at Hawley alongside the
A225 main road to Sevenoaks and opposite the
village post office. Just inside the site entrance a
tall yellow cement silo overshadowed a two-road
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sort of difficulty encountered here (probably due
to extra soft ground) causing this site to remain
open for nearly the whole term of the contract.
Whilst visiting the contract, one soon became
accustomed to locating the lines by looking out
for the tell-tale yellow , cement silos and the most
southerly site proved no exception. Your author's
introduction to this site was quite a shock; after
spying the silo from a lane along the valley side,
he turned down a road named Frank's Lane at the
bottom of which he came to an abrupt halt. There
was a level crossing road sign and a set of traffic
lights which were red, and then ... across the
road chuoced a narrow oauce train of one green,
red and black Ruston diesel (277273) pulling four
skips I It rolled into a yard adjacent to the road
and ran into a siding next to the cement silo
where the driver proceeded to fill the skips. The
railway here was very much more extensive than
those at the previous two sites. After running
across the road from the silo it passed by another
yard wherein were the main offices and huts of the
contractors, and a short spur which was used to
stable wagons, these included a flat which appeared
to be for carrying the actual pipe sections. The
main line then continued in a direction roughly
parallel with the river. The first stretch was quite
muddy and the track raised on wood beams, but
it then ran across a meadow, passing into a further
field whereupon it swept round a very rough curve
- made of sections of bent and straight rail towards the river, curving round again and running
for a final straight stretch to the end of the line.
This was situated just below the embankment
carrying the A20 Farningham bypass road.
The trains were unloaded by a bulldozer which
picked the tubs up by means of a girder and chains
attached to the shovel, and upturned the concrete
contents into the trench or whatever it was to be
filled. After trudging the mile or so out to the end
of the line, it was advisable to g~t a lift back on the
train, which slowly edged its way along the track.
The journey would almost alwavs be interrupted
by one or two derailments, usually of the tubs,
but this was soon rectified by the bulldozer. The
train could get up quite a good turn of speed across
the meadows, but as soon as it hit the section
mounted on the wood beams, the brakes were
applied, gear changed down and the train was
cautiously driven along, - there being up to
several inches difference in both distance and rail
height between joins.
Assuming no mishaps,
the train continued past the huts, across the road
and was shunted beneath the silo. The loco driver
was so nervous of the trackwork that he once made
me a serious offer of his job - a temptation
indeed I

If trees get in the way .. don 't knock
them down - go round 'em '! a typical
bit of tracklaying at the H awley site
3/72.
(Pete N icholson)

Further down the valley I found another site,
just adjacent to the South side of British Railways,
Farningham Viaduct. The N .G. railway ran from
the cement silo, between the streams and fishing
lakes, to the pipe being laid towards the village
of Horton Kirby. It was again operated by a
modern yellow Motor Rail (22032) and a train of
U-skips. The line ran in a space restricted site,
apparently using a shunting-neck at the back of
some farm buildings. There must have been some
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complete with horses and of course near to the
river. The work now proceeded very quickly and
weekly visits showed the line had progressed several
lengths at a time, cutting a straight course across
the large meadow with even a one-sided cutting.
At the end of the meadow, the line curved slightly
past a modern bungalow and into a few trees
towards the river and more fishing lakes.

A new site appeared in the valley later in the
year. This was based at the old Hall & Co.'s
Darenth Pits whose entrance is in Parsonage Lane.
South Darenth. When the Frank's Lane site was
completed Ruston 277273 and the rest of the
railway equipment there was moved to Darenth
Pits, and the same went for Motor Rail 22031
from Hawley. The labourers were given a choice
between the Motor Rail and the Ruston, and they
decided on the speed of the Motor Rail. However,
it did not survive for long and was taken away for
overhaul. This was replaced by Motor Rail 8882
named DIGGER and complete with cab painted
in bright orange with wasp stripes. DIGGER
worked for quite a long time on this line,
which ran from Hall & Co.'s yard about Y.l mile
from the · entrance at Parsonage Lane. The lineproceeded from the familiar cement silo across
a level crossing over a dirt access road and southwards along the edge of a field, swinging around
an electricity pylon and all the time curving very
slightly to the right - and then past a small fishing
lake. The pipe-laying had reached about 1 /3 mile
from the silo when DIGGER packed up with a
faulty fuel pump. This had been anticipated;
another Motor Rail was already waiting in the Hall
& Co.'s yard and was able to take over the work
immediately. DIGGER being then dumped in the
yard. The new Motor Rail was 9263 and painted
a glossy dark green and this performed very well
on the line considering the standard of track laying
(e.g. an outward camber on sharp curves I).

At this point, just before the river, the line was
terminated, although the pipe-laying continued on
with easy road access and no need for a railway.
This whole line was about one mile in length and
the trains took nearly ten minutes to travel along
the line at its greatest length, it was the most
picturesque and interesting of all the Darent Valley
contract lines. The yard of Hall & Co. was quite
a centre, containing the stores of track and
associated equipment wagons etc
.
Ruston 277273 was run up a mud bank when it
was decided not to use it, and in fact another short
line ran from this mud bank towards the Parsonage
Lane entrance for several yards, but was very rarely
used as it proved not very difficult to get a road
vehicle along there when the pipe was being laid.
Also standing in the yard (which doubled as a car
park for the multitudes of local fishermen) were
the various Motor Rails stored durmg the term
of the contract.
Your author will always have pleasant recollections of the picturesque Darent Valley Line (and particularly· its handsome Ruston diesel which
inspired his aquisition of a similar machine - from
elsewhere - for preservation ! )
However there is one final chapter to add,
recording a unique ending to this unique line ....
[to be finalised - see N.G.1.64]

When Motor Rail 9263 took over, the line
was continued from the site of an old Roman Vifla
and then across a very picturesque meadow

Another view of the Hawley site. St. Margarets Church, South Darenth in the background (on the other side
of Parsonage Lane) with Motor Rail 22031 in the foreground gracing the scene.
(Pete Nicholson)
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DARENT
PIPELINE
0

VALLEY
CONTRACT
I mile

2 miles

A 'makeshift' bridge en route the Darent

Valley line, 3/12

LOCOMOTIVES USED ON CONTRACT
Motor Rail. 20/28HP

1

F-o rningham
Road Station

8882 1944 Formerly Flettons Ltd, Kings Dyke
Brickworks, Cambs.
[Named DIGGER]
8696 1941 Formerly Standard Bottle Co. Ltd,
New Southgate, Gr. London.
9263 1947 (Regauged from 1ft 10in)
Formerly J. & A. Jackson Ltd, Lanes.

Motor Rail. 40HP
22031 1959 Formerly Anglo Scottish Plant Ltd.

Franks Lane site

22032 1959 Formerly Anglo Scottish Plant Ltd.

Ruston & Hornsby 30DL
277273 1949 Formerly Woodside Brick Co. Ltd,
Croydon.
All locos were supplied by Alan M. Keef, Cote,
Bampton, Oxfordshire except Motor Rail 8696
from M. E. Engineering Ltd, Cricklewood, Gr.
London.

Farningham village

NGN Refs: 75/16, 77/14 & 78/17.
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RETROSPECT~~~-

wssr CLARE RAILWAY, co. CLARE, EIRE.

~

Gauge 3ft

-

~

Type BN3, No. le Originally "Ma/bay" (Huns/et 1433 of 1922, 4-6-0T) and train, protraying a typical
scene in the twilight years of Irish N.G. Steam - at Ennistymon, c1949. le was subsequently
scrapped - in the early fifties.
•
(Brian Goodchild)

N.G.

PICTORIAL
ONE HORSE-POWER RAILWAYS OF SOUTH WALES (& MONMOUTHSHIRE)
Chris Down.
(See Centre Pages)
the surface. In the majontv of cases, however,
haulage is by stationary engines, and horses if used
at all, are kept for shunting at the surface.

It may seem surprising that, in the British Isles,
the National Coal Board owns only about three·
fifths of the total number of collieries. Still more
surprising is that, in South Wales, (inc. Monmouth·
shire), the N.C.B. owns little more than a third of
the active mines, and that over 90 other mines are
owned and worked by private operators. These
are the 'licensed mines', a category introduced in
1947 to cover pits which the N.C.B. considered
were too small to be worked by them at a profit,
but which could be successful under private ownership. So it is that, even today, coal masters and
non-union colliers are still to be found.

The average horse can pull a maximum of about
six loaded tubs (9-12 tons) on the level, though
they normally work only one or two. They are
extremely obedient to their driver, although on
occasions may take after the mule and refuse to
budge at all unless bribed with a sugar lump !
In the normal course of work, they act without any
verbal instructions, knowing instinctively where
to step aside, to stop, and to back up to allow the
tub to be unpinned. ·

It is a mistake to think of these mines as tiny,
ramshackle places, although some certainly are.
Because they employ few non-productive ·staff,
a number of small mines are twice as productive
as most nationalised pits; what is more, this is
often achieved not by coal ploughs and conveyor
belts but with old-fashioned picks and shovels,
with hand loading into narrow gauge tubs hauled
to and from the working places by horses.

There are strong suggestions of ancient tramroads in the sight of a horse railway, while the
tubs usually have an appropriately ancient look
about them, far removed from modern steel mine
cars so common today. Nonetheless, it may well
be that a couple of muddy rails emerging a few
yards out of a hole in the ground to terminate on a
tipping dock of old sleepers and wagon solebars
will not inspire any great enthusiasm in the
majority of narrow gauge devotees. But if you
come across a licensed mine it is well worth
waiting for a horse, for with modernisation or
closure, this time-honoured form of rail traction
will be lost forever.

Horse-worked railways are now extremely rare
outside the private coal industry and are becoming
less common within it. Generally, horses are used
in mines that enter the coal seam more or less
horizontally, i.e. levies proper, the horse working between the underground faces and the tips at
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NARROW GAUGE
PICTORIAL.
"ONE HORSEPOWER" (See page 19)

1)
2)
3)
4)

PENMYNYDD MINE, Nr. Crum/in, 8/71, (2ft 7%in gauge)
PENYRHEOL MINE, Llanhilleth, 6/72. (2ft gauge}
NANTYFEDW MINE, Nr. Mountain Ash, 6/72. (2ft Tin gauge)
BIG ARCH MINE, Tetywsun, 8/71. (2ft 9in gauge}
Chris Down.

1)

,- •.

.:

..
2)

NGl.63
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International

F. C. SECUNDARIOS de CASTLEA, Spain;
September 1967.
(Metre Gauge). Mixed
train leaving Palencis behind loco No.3
(La Maquinista Terrestre y Maritime 53 of
1911)
(Alan Bowler)

CHILE

'
FERROCARR/L de TAL TAL a BLANCA ESTELA
Kitson; at Teitel, N. Chile.

NGI. 63
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(Gauge 3ft 6in.)

_e,.,..
No.61 0-6-o+0-6-0T Meyer by
(Dr. Roy Christian)

SPAIN.

through NORTHERN SPAIN
with

PETER LEMMEV
Part Two

TURON COLLIERY,600mm gauge
No. 16 0-6-0T, built Altos Homos
de Vizcaya in 1942, shunting the
sidings September 1970. (Resplendent in lined green livery and
displaying 'HUNOSA group' insignia.)
(D. H. Wilson)

even more derelict Kerr Stuart tanks.

Leaving Matallana and the parched Southern
side of the Cantabrians, I next turned my attentions
to a number of lines on the seaward side of the
mountains.

The sight of the Corpet tanks unkempt and
apparently out of action in the little 600mm yard
came as a mild disappointment as this unusual type
was the chief reason for my calling in at Ujo.
However, I returned to the line on the following
morning to photograph the remnants, and found
- Surprise, Surprise - a little Carpet working a
one-coach pitmen's train along the valley in the
sunshine. This little train was bringing a few
miners home after coming off shift, and on its way
to the Ujo works the train wandered among the
back-gardens of the miners' houses, its occupants
leaping off the moving coach as it passed their
respective homes ! The rails on this section, as so
often in Spain, appeared to be quite devoid of
ballast, being set in the middle of muddy roads
among the rubbish and rubble. Unfortunately, this
narrow gauge system at the Minas de Aller is very
down-at-heel and I imagine that the last steam
turns have now been taken over by the Deutz
diesels which were already much in evidence in
1970. This is in contrast with the broad gauge
operations at the Ujo end of the Minas de Aller,
which are in the hands of a wonderful broad gauge
relic which not even the most fanatical narrowgauge enthusiast could, I am sure, have resisted a burnished ex-Norte 0-6-0 built by Hartmann
ninety years ago, and sold out of RENFE service
as 030-2441 in 1964.

North of La Robla, the rail and road routes to
Oviedo climb up over the crest of the range before
dropping tortuously into the Caudal Valley. Some
miles South of Oviedo the River Caudal is joined
from the East by the tributary River Aller, and at
the confluence stands the town of Ujo. These
valleys are deep furrows, often clothed in thick
woodland, which run up into the mountains, and
the pervading atmosphere is often one of mist and
damp, mingling with industrial smog in many areas.
The giant Hulleras del Norte S.A. (usually
shortened to 'HUNOSA') mining group has a coal
screening plant at Ujo under the name of Minas de
Aller and this is connected to a number of pits
along the Aller valley by a 600mm gauge line
which parallels the Collanzo branch of the metric
Vasco-Asturiana railway for about three miles.
My initial visit to this little industrial system
was one early evening, and the only steam activity
appeared to be two very American-looking Vulcan
Ironworks 0-6-0Ts struggling up the valley with a
load of pit-props. At the Minas de Aller plant
back at Ujo two of the remarkable Carpet 0-6-0Ts,
with indirect rod drive througti rocker-arms, were
vegetating outside the depot in company with some
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ALTOS HORNOS de VIZCAYA of Bilbao, and
dating from the early 1940s, - presumably when
the Americans had too many other things on their·
minds to bother about building narrow-gauge
motive power for Spain. They are tough little
engines, highly thought of by their crews, and I
noticed two of them under heavy repair in the
mixed-gauge shops. Apart from these 0-6-0Ts, and
a solitary Deutz diesel the only other loco at work
on the 600mm was a neat 0-4-0WT called "Adaro".
This was built locally and spent its time charging
back and forth energetically along the valley under
a voluminous pall of smoke. When "Adaro"s'
driver agreed to produce even more smoke for the
benefit of the camera, the 'clagg' reached almost
volcanic proportions !

This part of Spain abounds in short industrial
lines, narrow gauge spurs, rope-worked inclines and
the like, and it is only a few miles North from Ujo
to another 600mm gauge system - at Turon.
Here again, coal is brought down from various
mines along a valley to another of HUNOSA's
large screening plants in the village of Turon itself.
There is a steep mixed gauge branch linking the
Turon plant with the RENFE main line and the
Vasco-Asturiana in the Caudal Valley below, and
while the metric traffic is now dealt with by a pale
blue V-A 0-6-0 diesel, there are some notable tank
engines about, including a Sharp Stewart 2-4-0T of
1888, which struggles up the grade on the broad
gauge dragging rakes of empty 12-wheeled coal
hoppers.

The railwaymen at Turon, put themselves out
to be helpful in showing us round. We arrived
without having first written for permission to visit,
and the yard foreman explained we should have
to go and see 'el Jefe' in his office before being
allowed to explore. El Jefe, it turned out was still
at lunch, and not expected back for a quarter of an
hour. "You had better wait over there on the
bridge till he gets back," said the foreman,
indicating a footbridge over the narrow gauge
tracks - "thats where you'll get the best view of
the steam locomotives". When el Jefe eventually
arrived, he arranged for a guide to show us over
the establishment - and to make sure we missed
nothing of railway interest. Our mentor on this
occasion was a young graduate from Barcelona
who seemed as interested in our car as we were
in his engines. On this visit as so often before,
a packet of expensive smokes, bought duty-free
on the way out, proved a suitable token of our
thanks for the reception and attention we had been
afforded.

The 600mm line from Turon up the valley is
about 4 miles long and threads its way round the
river-bank past small meadows on its way up to
back of villages and along the river-bank past small
meadows on its way up to the mines. The whole
area bears the scars of intensive mine working
along the wooded slopes, and the impression of
industry is emphasised by teh continual passage of
trains (almost all of them steam ) up and down
from the mines - the strings of empty hoppers
returning from Turon passing the loaded trains on
their way down in the various loops. Coal comes
down the line in such quantities that no sooner
has one train of hoppers discharged its load into
chutes postiioned beneath the track than another
arrives at Turon to take its place. The majority
of the locos on this line are 0-6-0Ts in lined
green livery with red wheels and which have
a decidedly American aspect. Indeed the loco
crews refer to them as 'Yankees', although the
builder's plates show them to be products of

MINAS de ALLER. 600mm
gauge. No.3 Carpet 467 of
1887, 0-6-0T (Note the
motiontl vegetating at
Ujo Depot, September 1970
(D. H. Wilson)
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Vasco-Asturiana stations are to the West side of the
town, and the Fabrica premises lie beside the river
to the North. However, Mieres's chief railway
curiosity is the mixed triple-gauge spur running
down from some pits through the centre of the
town to the Fabrica itself. This section of line can
take broad, metre and 750mm stock, though I saw
only locomotives of the two wider gauges at work.
There was a 750mm Jung 0-6-0T in the depot by
the level crossing, but it appeared seldom used.
(Incidentally, there was also a I ittle 0-4-0T of
either 600mm or 650mm gauge lying in the depot
yard, so perhaps there was once a fourth gauge
here as well.) In the Fabrica plant a selection of
ex-RENFE 0-6-0s shunt the broad gauge with the
help of one or two British six-coupled tanks, while
on the metre gauge the coal trains were being
brought down slowly through the town by Babcock
& Wilcox 2-8-2T No.8, which Fabrica de M ieres
had bought from the V-A. It was, I understand, the
last steam locomotive that was ever built for a
Spanish metre-gauge public railway.
Having seen our fill of the steam at Mieres, and
breathed our fill of the industrial smog too, we
drove away from the grime of the Caudal up over
the open hill country to the Langreo Valley, East
of Oviedo. Like the Caudal Valley, this one also
shelters a number of industrial plants, and a quick
glance round revealed two interesting 650mm lines,
one at Santa Ana near El Entrego, the other at
La Felguera. Both systems had 0-4-0WTs in steam,
Santa Ana's being Borsigs, La Felguera's coming
from Henschel.

MINAS de OLLINAS, 600mm gauge
Maffei 0-4-0T 'shunting coal tubs on the
hillside' Nr. Toreno September 1970,
"a minor derailment away from destruction in the valley below".
(Peter Lemmey)

By this time. we had seen just about enough of
heavy industry for one Summer holiday, so we
headed Westward through Oviedo and away from
the Asturias back up over the Sierra Cantabrica
towards the last of our railway objectives in
Northern Spain, the magnificent metre-gauge
Ponferrada - Villablino line. This fine railway,
which still remains faithfully wedded to steam,
has been described a number of times recently
in the National Railway press, so I will only say
that it is a model of its kind. Villablino, lying
among the mountains, is a cleaner, quieter place
than its coal-mining counterparts in the Asturias.
Loaded coal hoppers are brought in off the colliery
spurs and marshalled in the -station yard down by
the river at the lower end of the town, before
being hauled down to Ponferrada and the RENFE.
For the first part of the journey, the line tunnels
under a hydro-electric project, and then follows the
River Sil in its wooded gorge through lonely,
sparsely-populated hills, reaching the open plain
only near Toreno, - well on the way to
Ponferrada.

After leaving Turon, I continued North up the
Caudal Valley towards Mieres and Oviedo, passing
on my way through a little village which not only
had the metals of a 600mm gauge line embedded
in the main street, but also short spurs running off
into the inhabitants' outhouses and sheds !
Approaching Mieres, one cannot help but notice
the enormous industrial complex of the Fabrica
de M ieres, with its chimneys and furnaces, sprawled
across the valley floor. The town of M ieres is busy,
prosperous - and filthy ! The RENFE and
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The Ponferrada - Villablino railway's operational motive power consists of two distinct types,
an elegant and racy 2-6-0 Engerth design (which
comes in several variations) and a class of Baldwinbuilt 2-6-2T which carry name-plates and brass
bells. The Engerths come from several builders
including Krauss and Macosa and are particularly
pleasing and well-proportioned machines. One of
these 2-6-0s in glossy black. livery threading its
way up the valley beside the river with a train
of green end-balconied bogie coaches on one of
the occasional passenger workings is a sight not
forgotten in a hurry. Near Toreno, on the hillside
above the P-V line, there is yet another of Spain's
600mm railways, this one operated by the Minas de
Ollinas. Perched on their ledge, the little Matteis
here are just a minor derailment away from
destruction in the valley below.

destination on this trip, after inspecting the Ollinas
line we decided to call it a day as far as Spanish
lines were concerned and head for the border.
However approaching Ponferrada .we just had to
pull up and get out to watch our Spanish narrow
gauge finale - along the Villablino line through the
fields came two immaculate Baldwin 2-6-2Ts
rolling a long train of coal empties back into the
hills, the locomotives were polished down to the
whitened rims of their scarlet driving wheels, and
they positively gleamed in the light of the setting
sun
.
Since my visit to the railways of Northern Spain
(in 1970) there has no doubt occured the closure of
some of the lines described. However, there should
still be plenty of steam interest at Toron and
Ponferrada for some time yet. If you get the
chance to explore the little railways of Northern
Spain take with you the relevant I .R .S. pocket-book
for this part of the World, a well-nigh indespensible
companion
.

From near Ponferrada the mountains of Portugal
are visible, and as Lusitania was our ultimate
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Not to Scale.

I

SOUTH AFRICA

DARNALL MOTLEY!
Photos and words :
Sydney Moir

(Left) ThtJ only side-view that I have of Meyer. No. 13
MBOZAMA (Bagnall 3014 of 1943) taken by the
late Tony Spit. The spark arresters on the stacks are
an absolute essential, for sugar cane, even when green,
burns with the intensity of a petrol-fed fire. In fact,
Union Spirit .. a motor fuel available only in Natal ..
is a side product.

Once a year, the sugar mills of Natal close
completely .. the time is governed by the growing
of the new cane. During this period the mechanical
departments have complete access to anything and
everything, and all overhauls and repairs are put in
hand.

for tube replacement. There was one drawback the intense South African sunlight outside the
shed, comparative gloom within, and soot-andwhitewash contrasts between the two. But I shot
nevertheless, hoping that printing could make
good the deficiencies of the negatives.

Holidaying, I came across the sheds at Darnall.
There was a motley collection of locomotives ..
little 0-4-0 and 0-4-2 side tanks, bigger Bagnall
0-4-4-0 modified Meyer side tanks, and diesels of
various sizes. Since it was a Sunday, the works
were silent and deserted, and I wandered round accompanied by a six-foot Zulu watchman, armed
with a kerrie - to my heart's content.

These Meyer engines, were for use on the
I llovo Estates, they weighed 24 tons, with an axle
load of 6 tons. The bogies were of 3'3" wheelbase
- the overall wheelbase being 16'3" - and the
driving wheels 2'0" in diameter. Superheated
steam at 180 lbs was fed to cylinders of 7Y.,"
diameter and 12" stroke, which produced, between
the four of them, a T.E. (taken at 85% boiler
pressure) of 8,606 lbs. As far as the boiler was
concerned, the grate area was 9 sq.ft., and the total
heating surface - firebox wal!s, large and small
tubes, and superheater, was 393 sq.ft.

The Meyers were the most fascinating, for I had
never seen ?. Meyer before. One stood complete :
another had a bogie out for overhaul : one firebox
was still intact, while the next had been opened

Outside Darnall Repair Sheds. The
engines to the far left and far right
are little Avonside 0-4-0Ts; the
diesels are easy to spot, while the
other visible steamers are Meyer
Articulated. The front of the steam
loco standing behind the •central
diesel can be seen . . . she was over
what could be loosely termed 'the
pits', and there was another Avonside 0-4-0T behind her.
continued ....
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DARNALL
MOTLEY
cont'd ....

»u;

Darnall shed does not have. a
in the accepted sense. Instead the
entire shop floor is at a lower level,
so rails that lay on the ground
outside are carried on pillars within.
Since the sections of rail between
the pillars are removeable, each
locomotive can be packed up behind
her buffer beams to make the entire
underside completely accessible to
the workers.
The fact that the sanding gear is
now concentrated at the cab end
seems to indicate that these engines
were operated with the rear lead·
ing . . which gives the driver the
greatest amount of visibility. (A
catalogue illustration shows the
conventional arrangement of sandboxes behind each buffer-beam,
attached to the bogie frames.) The
method of sanding was simplicity
itself: the fireman ladled sand from
the containers into pipes leading
downwards.
The boxes, incident·
ally, were the lower parts of old oil
drums :
the pipe - which was
fixed to the bunker and so did not
register with the rails - discharged
into a small hopper on the buffer
beam, from which a smaller pipe
led the sand onto the rail ! Each
main pipe had a rod through it, and
any blockage could be cleared by
agitating this rod ...

As the power bogies of the Meyers
can be disconnec.ted and run into
the shed as separate units, these
engines are handled outside. This
one has the leading end suppor.ted
on a cribbing of old sleepers, while
the rear still rests on its bogie.

That was the scene over five years ago, and whether the Meyers still gather annually at Darnall, or
wh/ether they have gone, yielding to the ever-encroaching diesel, I do not know.
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TRAM DEPOT
TRAMWAY TOURISTIQUE de L'AISNE
near Liege, Belgium
GAUGE

Metre

9.4km.

S.N.C. V. 0-6-0Steam Tram No.1076
"ELISE" at Pont d'Erezee, 5/9/70.
This line from Pont d'Erezee to Dochamps was
opened by the Tramway Touristique de l'Aisne on
25/6/66, on part of the old Vicinal Railways'
(SNCV/NMVB) line from Melreux to Manhay,
which was opened in 1908/1911, closed to
passengers in 1954 and to all traffic in 1959.
The SNCV persuaded the scrap merchant to accept
another line, enabling the TTA to take over the
line after a long search for somewhere to operate.

Trembleur. The line is unusual in running entirely
on its own private right of way through a scenic
and well forested area. (In 1969 the service was
cut back to Pont d'Erezee to Forge
la Plez
(6km) due to the bad condition of track on the
Forge to Dochamps section.) It is later hoped
to open through from Dochamps to Lamormenil
(totalling 1 lkm.) which is an even more spectacular
section.

The line was first ooerated bv the TTA with
three diesel 'Autorails,'* and these were joined in
1968 by the former SNCV 0-6-0 Steam Tram 1076
(Grand Hornu 45 of 1920), which had been
working at a sugar factory in Wavre, and in 1970
by SNCV 0-6-0 Steam Tram 1075 (Grand Hornu
44 of 1920) from Charbonnages d' Argenteau,

Services are operated on weekends and public
holidays throughout the summer with steam trains
assured during August. The main depot is at
Blier, near Pont d'Erezee. There are now over 20
coaches on the line - the build up of these having
been very necessary due to the increase in number
of passengers carried - from 4,000 in 1966 to a
forecast 24,000 in 1972 !

a

* ART.93. (S.N.C.V. LOUVAIN, 1930)
ART.123. (S.N.C.V. LOUVAIN, 1934)
AR.133. (BAUME & MARPENT, 1935)

PICTURE: Mike Spellen.
WORDS:
Michael Jacob.
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THE NARROWER GAUGES
FEATURING THE 7%" - 21" MINIATURES

"TWO
•
1n

VIEW"
A 'pictorial parade' of the
ROMNEY HYTHE & DYMCHURCH,
from the camera of
DAVID IDLE

-
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1 2

1/ 3 SOUTHERN MAID and 9
WINSTON CHURCHILL, New
Romney 21/9/69.
2/ 10 DOCTOR SYN
HERCULES,
New

and 5
Romney

21/9/69
3/ 10 DOCTOR SYN and 9
WINSTON CHURCHILL, Burmarsh Road Crossing 21/9/69.
4/ 7 TYPHOON and 5 HERCULES,
New Romney 9/7/65.
5/ 2 NORTHERN CHIEF and 5
HERCULES,
New
Romney

9/7/65.

5y

-

4
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COLLECTORS PIECE
ITEMS 19-22

CURRENT ISLE OF MAN TICKETS

(Items courtesy RALPH MARTIN)

ITEM 19 :
ISLE OF MAN
[VICTORIAN STEAM) RAILWAY
CO. LTD.
Edmondson card (red/brown) Child
Return Ticket. Issued at Douglas
and with dual destination.

L12_ 4754

ITEM 20:
DOUGLAS CORPORATION
TRANSPORT
Green paper ticket printed by
Williamsons for Horse Tramway
(NGl.62/35) Reverse depicts advert
for resort of Port Soderick, Adult
single@ 5p

ISLE OF MAN HARBOURS

QUEENS PIER TRAM

~·fr

ITEM 21 :
MANX ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
Yellow Edmondson card (group
origin/destination). Green "D.R,"
(Day Return) overprint.

ITEM 22 :
ISLE OF MAN
HARBOURS
Paper ticket (blue) for Queens Pier
Tram. Child ticket defaced with
'A' for use as 'Adult' stock.

17500

DUSTY CATALOGUES
WILLIAM BAIN & CO. LTD.
Lochrin Iron Works, Coatbridge, Scotland.
Light Railways & Equipment: Catalogue No. R30: c1930(?)

NEW TYPE PORTABLE TURNTABLE

This Turntable has been specially designed for laying down al any point on the track to connect up to
temporary branch lines as illustrated. The Turntable is in two portions, the bottom part clipping over the
track and forming a foundation for the swivelling top; suitable for loads up to 30 cwts.
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NARROW
GAUGE MODELLER
EDITED BY BILL STRICKLAND. HON. MODELLING SECRETARY

TWO pictures supplied by
ROY C. LINK
.
1) KERRY TRAMWAY. A 7mm
scale, 14mm gauge model of a
Bagnall 0-4-2 Wing Tank, Built in
brass and with full cab deteit.

2) DENVER SOUTH PARK & PACIFIC R.R. A 2-6-0 in HON3 scale measuring 7 inches overall
and a wealth of detail. Extensive use of 'lost wax' castings has been made in the construction of
this loco which has a fully detailed cab
.

. . . . . . & BOTH built by ROY C. LINK.

7 m/m = 1 foot then for a model of a two-footer
its gauge must be 14 m/m; also that if the gauge is
00 or 16Y, m/m then the model scale should be to
a ratio of 1/36, 1/3" or almost 81/2m/m = 1 foot.
The 'bods' who arrived at these figures survived
the resulting barrage of abuse and/or acclamation
and both scales and gauges are being used - and
models are being produced which look right and
run right because they are right !
[WA.D.S. : 10/72)

Some Members have revived that 'dried up old
chestnut' :- Scales for two-footers ?
I can only repeat that any scale should apply to
the whole model and not to selected parts, as
attempts to use different ratios in an effort to
marry existing standards can only end up with a
distorted cross section if practical working
clearances are to be maintained and this applies to
both inside and outside framed engines.
Briefly - if the (already adopted) scale is
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GAUGE EQUIVALENTS

Correspondence Junction

With Britain now destined to 'go METRIC', a
conversion chart - as supplied by ANDREW
WILSON - is reproduced here for your guidance.

IMPERIAL
71/4,,

PECKETT No. 1808. (1930)
Someone MUST know - just what was the fate
of 2ft Bin gauge 0-4-2ST "SEPTIMUS" ? It is
known to have been one of the first N.G. locos
ever rescued for preservation .(by the 'North
Somerset Light Railway Ltd.') and left its former
home at Pike Bros. Fayle & Co. Ltd, Furzebrook
Clay Mines, Nr. Wareham, Dorset in March 1956.
It is depicted here at its place of origin - the Atlas
Locomotive Works of Peckett & Sons Ltd, Bristol.
This picture must have been taken during the
period 1956-61 as it is seen standing (on S.G.
boqles) alongside one of the only five Peckett
Diesels (S.G .) ever built. Shortly after this scene,
Pecketts folded up (NGl61/4,) and no more was
ever heard of "SEPTIMUS"
(J.C.)
From J. H. BALL ... !
"Know Your Knarrow Gauge" has always been
great fun, the the Autumn item really stumped
me at first. A coach bogie mated to a N.G. radial
truck perhaps ? ,•. . . . and then theres that odd
superstructure ? At last the penny dropped. We
all know of N .G. pier railways - this, I suggest,
is none other than on a N.G. pier. This could
only be Irish, so after eliminating the obvious
choice of Walker Brothers of Wigan as the makers.
I'll settle for Relms, of Glory, Co. Kildare. In fact
it seems a good example of a pier of the Reim
family. It is a short wheelbase version and is of
particular interest to me as I am frequently invited
to take long walks on short piers. The end of the
vehicle (?) is not very clear in the photograph,
but no doubt like all good N.G. piers, there is a
bar, for re-railing purposes. Which reminds me,
its nearly closing time ... !
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91/2"
101/4"
12"
1.5"
1 '- 6"
1'- 75/a"
1 '- 8"
1 '- 9"
1'- 95/a"
1'-10"
1'-103/4,,
1'-111t./'
1'-115/g"
2'- O"
2'- 15/g"
2'- 3"
2!- 3112"
2'- 51/2,,
2'- 6"
2'- 71/2"
2'- 9112"
2'-11%"
3'- O"
3'- 13/g"
3'- 2112"
3'. 33/g,,
3'- 53/a"
3'- 6"
3'- 71/4"
3'- 91/4"
3'-111/4"
4'- O"
4'- 6"
and- 4'- 81/2"

METRIC. (S.1.)
184 mm
242 mm
260 mm
305 mm
381 mm
457 mm
500 mm
508 mm
533 mm
550mm
559 mm
578 mm
597 mm
600 mm
610 mm
650 mm
686 mm
700 mm
750 mm
762 mm
800 mm
850 mm
900 mm
914 mm
950 mm
978 mm
1000 mm
1050 mm
1067 mm
1100 mm
1150 mm
1200 mm
1219 mm
1372 mm
1465 mm

'TWO FOOT GAUGE' will soon be a
thing of the past .... I

H. T. CAFFYNS

with another oddity
.
Member Pete Val/ins of Reigate,
Surrey at the controls of his own
'creation' undergoing trials at
Brockham Museum on 23/5/70
(NGN67/1).
The Lister petrol
engine drives through a Lister gearbox and is fed by a motor cycle fuel
tank. It is built on a brick car
chassis and is thus unsprung. Since
these tentative operations it has
been dismantled but its development
will no doubt be pursued in due
course.

Sorry your last N.G.f. was a little delayed, Arrangements
are in hand to ensure a speedier delivery in future ..... !'

"KNOW YOUR KNARROW GAUGE" - THE CHRISTMAS QUIZ
So you thought you knew it all

1)

What was the highest altitude attained on the Lynton & Barnstaple Railway 7

2)

Correct the following list of gauges:
(Al Campbeh~wn & Machrihanish
2ft6in
(B) Furzebrook
2ft3in
(Cl Glyn Valley
2ft4%in
(D) Leek & Manifold
2ft4in
(El Listowel & Ballybunion (Guide Rails) 2ft7%in
(Fl Snailbeach District
2ft8in
(G) Snowdon Mountain
2ft3%in
To which Railway is the following list of numbers relevant?
1253/4/5
1416/7
1524
2028/38
2178
3610
3815
4662/3
5126
5382
On which Railways were these Locomotive Sheds 7 6296
(Al Umecraigs
(Bl Pennyburn
(C) Pilton

3)

4)

S)

COMPILED by JIM CROW

!

6)

7)

That rebuilt Lynton & Barnstaple coach now in use on the Festiniog Railway
(Al Was it Southern Railway No.6991, 6992 or 6993?
(B) When did itgo into service on the F.R. -1961, 1962or 1964 7
Which Railways had the following stations :
(A) Augher
(D) Esgairgeiliog
(G) Sparrowlee
(Bl Caroan
(El Golf links
(HJ Tan·v·Manod
(Cl Castle Mill
(Fl Hill Top Loop

8)

Name the Loco: Built in Scotland In 1919, worked at a large steel works In
the Midlands, acquired for preservation in 1960, used on a llne known as the
"8.G.L.R," resold to steam centre, changed hands again and is now in
Bedfordshire.

9)

Determine mileages (by 3ft gauge)
(A) Letterkenny to Burtonport: 66~, 52, 49%, or 26 miles 7
(BJ Douglas to Port Erin: 9, 13~. 13% or 153/e miles 7
Which N.G. Lines operated locos with the following names:
(A) "AMOS"
IC) "BULL DOG" (E) "EDWARD VII"
(8) "ATLANTIC"
(D) "ESME"
(F) "TREWITHEN"
(G) "LORD HOBART"

10)

11)

Which one of these statiom was not on the Cork & Muskerry 7
BLARNEY, CAARIGOHANE, CAAAIGALINE, COACH FORD JN, DRIPSEY.

12)

Where are the only three N.G. Cliff Tramways in the British Isles?
ALL OUESTIONS BASED ON N.G. LOCOS & RAILWAYS
IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

On which line is Afan Hwch Viaduct 7

(Answers on Page
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ADVERTISING is essential to offset the cost of quality magazine production.
MEMBERS.
At only 1p per word you can advertise_ absolutely anything - from complete Locos, Rolling
Stock, etc .... to Plates, Books, Photos, Slides, Tickets etc
etc. Narrow Gauqa. Standard Gauge, even
Broad Gauge I
[Estimated readership : 1250 increasing]
RATES:
CLASSIFIED COLUMNS
DISPLAY PANELS
MEMBERSPRIVATEADS:1pperword
%Page£3.50
Y..Page£1.50
NON-MEMBERS & TRADE :2p per word
% Page £4
Y.. Page £2

(Minimum 10 words-Box No's: 1 Op extra) [Artwork should be submitted by the Advertiser]
DISPLAY PANELS ARE RESTRICTED TO THOSE OF RAILWAY OR RELATED INTEREST.
"Special arrangements can also be made for a full page display (£10) and for inserted loose leaflets to be
distributed with the Magazine (£10 per issue)
CHEQUES/P.O's etc, PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO "N.G.R.S."
SEND TO :(ADVERTISING DEPT.) 193 Main Road, Longfield, Kent.
Closing date for 'Spring 1973' issue (due out March) 15th January.
·
*PLEASE MENTION 'N.G.I.' WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS

Wanted : CALSHOT R.A.F. RAILWAY (Cooper), LEEK
& MANIFOLD V.L.R. ("Manifold"), PENTEWAN
RAILWAY, (Lewis) and TRALEE & DINGLE LT. RLY.
(Whitehouse/Powell). Very good prices will be paid for
these publications. Box No. 6302.

10Y..in GAUGE. ANYTHING 10Y..in Wanted - Locos
Carriages, Track.
Doyle, 227 Kingsway, Manchester.
M19 2WB 061-224 4602.
Wanted Always :- TICKETS, DOCUMENTS ETC. from
from 'The Old Companies' - Closed British & Irish
especially - any items considered (N.G. ONLY and NOT
Overseas) Good prices paid for rare items. Rich Morris,
193 Main Road, Longfield, Kent.

N.G.R.S. PUBLICATIONS
WANTED:
Magazines (No.36 and prior). N.G. NEWS Nos, 1-22,
25 & 32. State your price II
17 Crosslands Road
West Ewell, Epsom, Surrey. Tel 01-393 9520
FESTINIOG RAILWAY COMPANY have large number of
old Festiniog and Welsh Highland tickets for sale. Send
large S.A.E. for lists to R. 0. Lemon, 27 Ashlands, Sale,
Cheshire.

Locomotive Nameplates, Worksplates, Numberplates,
Wanted. Cash or Exchange. Doyle, 227 Kingsway,
Manchester. M 19 2WB. 061-224 4602.

CORRIS. Wanted :- Anything on this line, especially
photographs, drawings of buildings : buy or borrow, all
costs refunded.
J. Watkins, 26 Wilton Crescent,
Wimbledon, London S.W. 19.

INFORMATION WANTED on Ruston 12DL or 12hp
class locomotives with single cylinder engine and two
speed gearbox. Has any reader seen one or got any
information please. Box No.6304.

For Sale : 150 Railway Magazines, Railway Worlds etc.
All different. £10 the lot. Vallins, 15 Smith Road,
Reigate, Surrey.

Keep up to date with the Irish Railway Scene. Read
"THE IRISH RAILFANS' NEWS". All kinds of Irish
railways covered, minor, industrial and narrow gauge
including Annual subscriptions, four issues commencing
February 1973, 40p. (Britain and Ireland) and 60p in all
other countries. Write to 193 Fortfield Road, DUBLl!'J 6.

Wanted in good condition :- Second hand 009 railway
items. Good prices paid. Also 00 items required, Sutton
Models Sales, 177 Newland Avenue, Hull. Tel. 46757.
HOLIDAY HOUSE at Towyn - best centre for all Welsh
N.G. lines. Vacancies all months except July/August.
S.A.E. White, The Manse, Enderby, Leicester, LE9 5NE.
TRALEE AND DINGLE:- Anythingonthislinewanted.
Especially photos/movie film, drawings/photos of halts on
Blennerville· - Castlegregory Junction:
Junction Annascaul: Annascaul - Dingle sections. D. Rowlands,
29 Sheepcote Gardens, Denham Green, Uxbridge, Middx.

FERROCARRIL de SESTAO a GALDAMES. Wanted:Anything to do with this line. Please send details and
your price to; M. O'Keeffe, 6 Coombe Glen Lane,
Cheltenham. Glos.

"KNOW YOUR KNARROW GAUGE"
the CHRISTMAS QUIZ - Answers:
1) 980ft
2)

7)

(A) 2ft3in

(B) 2ft8in
(C) 2ft4'hin
(EJ 2ft4in
(F) 2ft3*in
(G) 2ft7Yain

4)
5)
61
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GLYN VALLEY
CORAIS
RYE & CAMBER

IHI
8)

numbers
.,
of steam locos/
IA) CAMBEL TOWN & MACHRIHANISH
IB) LONOONOERRY & LOUGH SWILLY
IC) LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE
SNOWDON MOUNTAIN
IAI 6993
IBI 1961
ISLE OF MAN RLY.(Works

11)
12)

CLOGHEA VALLEY
BALLYMENA, CUSHEN DALL &
RED BAY.

IC)
ID)
(E)
IF)
(G)

(D) 2ft6in

3)

(A)
(BJ

9)

FESTINIOG & BLAENAU

"THE DOLL"

IA)

49~

{B)

153/9

(Barclay

1641) -

see page 6.

IA) ASHOVER
(B) CAMBEL TOWN & MACHRIHANISH
IC) SAUNOERSFOOT
(D) SAND HUTTON
{E) VALE OF RHEIDOL/CAVAN & LEITRIM
(F) PENTEWAN
IG) FORDELL
CARRIGALINE was on the Cork Blackrock & Passage.
BRIDGNORTH (3'8" gauge); LYNTON (3'9") & SOUTHEND (4'6").
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ASHOVER
LEEK & MANIFOLD

Light ·Railway Equipment
For Business or Pleasure, For Sale or Hire.

Locomotives :
Diesel and occasionally steam.
Rolling stock :
Contractors skips, flats etc.
Track : Jubilee track, including turnouts or rail only. Miniature turnouts made to order.
Proprietor of Cotswold Light Railways, South Cerney, Glos.

ALAN M. KEEF
COTE,
BAMPTON,
OXFORD, OX8 2EG,
Telephone : Bampton Castle 260
(STD 099-385)

New

.

"NARROW GAUGE RAILWAYS
IN SOUTH CAERNARVONSHIRE"
by J. I. C. Boyd.
This long-awaited volume throws much fresh light
on the history of the narrow gauge railways in
the South of Snowdonia.
The WHR and its
predecessors the North Wales Narrow Gauge and
PB&SS are described and illustrated In greater
detail than ever before, together with other lines
in the area. £5.00, post 20p.
Still . avai!able in this series : "The Festiniog
Railway"(Vol.1) £2.25, post 10p, (Vol.2) £2.25,
post 1 Op; "Narrow Gauge Railways in Mid-Wales"
£3. 75 post 20p

"Pier Railways" by K. Turner : all British
pier railways described and illustrated.

N.G. Photos . "the current scene" ...
New postcard prints covering a wealth
of today's narrow gauge preservation and industrial.

75p. post 5p.

'"Brookes' Industrial Railways·· by S. A.
Leleux : history, maps, and photos of
the various industrial lines in the
Brookes' group.
75p, post 5p.
Other Titles include :
The Jersey Railway (J, R. & T.), 90p, post 7p.
The Glyn Valley Tramway, 90p, post 7p.
The Ashover Railway, (1.20, post 7p.
The Listowel & Ballybunion Railway, 60p, post 4p.
The Romney, Hythe & Dymchun:h Railway, 50p, post Jp.
The Ravenglaa & Eskdale Railway, 50p,post Jp.
The Campbeltown & Machrihanish Railway, 75p, post 5p.
The Duffield Bank & Eaton Railways, £1.50, post Sp.
The Leighton Buzzard Light Railway, 90p, post 5p.
Miniature Railways, Vol.1-15" gauge, £2.00, post 10p.

Large S.A.E. for /ist-

NARROTRACK LTD.,
(Dept. N .G .1.)
30 Avenue South,
Surbiton,
Surrey,
KT5 8PJ.

THE OAKWOOD PRESS. Tandridge Lane,
Lingfield Surrey.
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M. E.
ENGINEERING
LIMITED

LIGHT RAILWAY MATERIAL AND CONTRACTORS PLANT

457 Finchley Road, London, N.W.3.
Telephone : 01-435 7481, 7482, 7483.
Telegrams : Mengilim, London, NW3.
Directors:

V.G.B. Atwater, T.G. Boddy.

WORKS: Edgware Rd., (Opposite Humber Rd.,) Cricklewood N.W.2.

FOR ALL LIGHT RAILWAY MATERIAL
- 10~" to 3'6" gauge
We manufacture turnouts, turntables, bogies, tipping wagons and all types of rolling stock.
Stockists of New and S/H rail, track and fittings, sleepers, fishplates, clips and clip bolts,
fishbolts, dogspikes etc
.
Layouts designed or made to customers' requirements. S/H Locos of various H.P. for sale or hire.
Established

THE

35 years.

,/

~

LEIGBTDI BUZZARD
14BBD1 G4UGB B4ILl4T

CONTINENTAL RAILWAY
JOURNAL

V

Will be particularly pleased to welcome

new active members
especially

those

Articles, locomotive lists and current news of
railways beyond the shores of Britain.
Emphasis on steam traction.

having any

Extensive coverage of light and
narrow gauge lines.

STEAM ENGINEERING
or

Published four times a year - September,
December, March and June. Send 19p for
current issue or 60p for a year's subscription
(September to June only).

PERMANENT WAY
EXPERIENCE
Full details from,

B. A. Seaton, 9 Westlands Avenue,
Huntercombe, Slough, Bucks.

0.BARROW,

7 St, Andrew's Road, Bletchley, Bucks.

NGl.63
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BBOCEIAK
MUSIUM

BICTON WOODLAND
RAILWAY
Set in the beautiful grounds of BICTON
GARDENS; EAST BUDLEIGH,
NR EXMOUTH, DEVON.

ASSDCULTJDI

Open daily Easter to end of September
This unique 18 inch gauge line with its
Steam and Diesel Locomotives is of interest
to all railway enthusiasts

BROCKHAM MUSEUM
2 miles from Dorking North Station, along the A25
Dorking to Reigate Road. The site is onthe left of the
main road about 150yds past the sign to Brockham
Village; it is about the same distance beyond the
Barley Mow Hotel coming from Reigate.

The full story is contained in the 2nd edition
of THE B!CTON WOODLAND RAILWAY,
price 14p post free

A large collection of industrial narrow gauge railway
relics.
Working parties are now each Saturday and Sunday
throughout the Winter, and visitors are also welcome
on these days. Club visits to the museum are welcome
but secretaries should write well in advance of the day
they wish to come, so that trips along the line can be
arranged.
For further details write to the Exhibition Secretary,
J. R. Fennell, 131 Harbut Road, Battersea, London,
SW11 2RD.

Copies may be ordered from : The Agent,
Rolle Estate Office, East Budleigh
Full particulars may .also be obtained of the
Gardens and Countryside Museum,
Containing an 1894 Traction Engine,
Old Tractors, Farm Waggons, etc.

Bed ~Break.fast
at • • •

GLAN-Y-BALA
LLANBERIS.
CAERNARVONSHIRE .
MRS. J.M. HILLS
LLANBERIS SSS

EVENING MEAL.

(N.G.I. Recommended)

BROCHURE ON REQUEST,
OPEN ALL YEAR.

OPPOSITE TO

SNOWDON MOUNTAIN RAILWAY.

ADJACENT TO

LLANBERIS LAKE RAILWAY.

19 STEAM AND 9 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES SHEDDED WITHIN% MILE !
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The NARROW GAUGE - Illustrated :

ISSUED FREE TO MEMBERS: £1.50 per annum TO NON-MEMBERS
The N.G.R.S. invites subscriptions to N.G.I. from our new readers. Send U.50 to Ron Cox, Hon.
Publications Officer, 11 Frederick Road, Stapleford, Notts. NG9 7FT.
To enjoy the many facilities we offer ... N.G.I. Quarterly; N.G.N. Bi-monthly; use of our extensive
specialised Library; information from the Records Dept; the services of our Modelling Secretary and
participation in Meetings and Visits ... please address your letters to : Ralph Martin, 27 Oakenbank
Crescent, Huddersfield, Yorks, HD5 8LO - enclosing £1.50 - FULL MEMBERSHIP FEE.
In addition to this Magazine, members receive our specialist News Journal

.

NARROW GAUGE NEWS "The recognised news centre of N .G. railways" - regularly published the
first week in February, April, June, August, October and December. Each issue has at least 18 pages,
crammed with news from a World of 'great little trains'.
Edited by Ivan Stephenson and including material compiled by the Hon. Records Officer, Pete
Nicholson.
Accuracy is the envied reputation of 'NGN' - A fact today's writers of literature on N .G.
railways cannot ignore !
Our members read the facts ! - and read them FIRST in 'NGN'; always ahead, with news
direct from our roving reporters - 'in the field'.
THE RECORDS DEPARTMENT
exists to supply members with information and to
accept news from members for "feeding" to both N.G.I. and N.G.N. editors. It is vital that
these records (and thus Society publications) be kept right up to date. This is wholly dependent
on members incoming reports, so please do not leave it to 'the other chap' and never assume
'we know already' - - we would rather hear six times than not at all !
Free NEWS REPORT FORMS are always available from the H.R.O. on receipt of a foolscap
S.A.E. These pro-formas are specially designed to assist both Members and Society officer's-does
away with the need for letter writing when you want to send us some news quickly ••. or •..
perhaps you simply do not like writing at all ! ? If so, the H.R.O. will be pleased to accept
ANY news by telephone. You can now ring the • NEWS-DESK HOTLINE' 01-393 9520 any
evening 19.00- 22.00hrs (ask for Pete). Make a note of his number now!.
"Let us ALL share YOUR news and views."
NGRS Publications.
The Narrow Gauge' Back numbers available from stock :- 44 - 51 - 52 - 53 - 55 - 57 - 58,
all at 25p each.
The Narrow Gauge-Illustrated' For those unlucky people who missed the first issues of our new
magazine :- N.G.I. No.59, No.60, No.61 and No.62 are available at 30p per copy (Supplies very
limited, so first come - first served ! )
Binding Service.
Binders are currently in stock for 'Narrow Gauge News', price 48p., and NEW !! - "EASIBINDERS"
for 'The Narrow Gauge-Illustrated' at £1.00 each. If you require one (or two !) Please send 50p.
deposit NOW to Ron Cox
.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
For those members interested in the world-wide NG scene we offer ,an old classic for a new price,

C. S. Smalls 'FAR WHEELS'
first published 195~ at £1.25
we now offer you this excellent book for the bargain price of 70p post free .... Strictly while stocks last ...
Chapters include text and photographs on the following countries - Eritrea (Mallets) Ethiopia, East Africa
(Garretts), Central Africa (3'6") Madagascar (Wood Burning Mallets) Mocambique ( including CF's 2'5%" gauge )
Fiji (Viti Levu lines) Jamaica, Peru, (FFCC Huancayo a Huancavelia) Japan, (Including Kiso Forest Rly) and lists of
loco rosters for a considerable number of lines, an absolute must for the collector. Don't forget our price only 70p, post free.
NGRS Hon, Publications Officer;

NGI. 63

Ron Cox, 11 Frederick Road, Stapleford, Notts NG9 7FT,
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N.G. I. Grand Annual
Photographic Competition
Please sort out your pictures - old or new - NOW ! and despatch them to the COMPETITION
ORGANISER:
Michael Jacob, 77 Parkhill Road, Bexley, Kent. DA5 1JB.
All entries submitted must be Black & White (not colour), glossy prints, ideally of at least postcard
size and fuliy captioned on the reverse. All entries will be subject to inclusion in "N.G.I." at any
time following declaration of the Competition results - and unless their return is specifically
requested, will be retained for inclusion in the Society's Photographic Library.
Categories open to entries, 1972-73
- British or Overseas A) Scene depicting N.G. Steam
- Current or Historical Bl Scene depicting N.G. 1/C (Diesel, petrol, etc ... )
- In use, out of use, or even derelict!
Cl Scene depicting N.G. Electric (inc N.G. Tramcars.)
D) Scene depicting an item of N.G. Rolling Stock.
E) Scene depicting a 'permanent fixture' of N .G. interest. (Building/Trackwork/Signalling, etc ... I
(All photos must have been taken personally by the Member submitting the entries)
We would particularly like to hear from any Member, Group, Society or Company willing to
sponsor any prizes for the above categories.
Judging will be a highlight of the 22nd Society A.G.M. to be held at Stoke-on-Trent on 19/5/73.
Winning entries will be selected by those Members present, and the presentation of 'prizes will be by a
well known N.G. personality - by invitation.
FOR YOUR AMUSEMENT
AND EDUCATION •...

"KNOW YOUR
KNARROW GAUGE"
"K.Y.K.G." N.G.I. 62 The Answer :
A RAIL GRINDER of Torquay
Corporation Tramways, 3ft 6in
gauge. A 4-wheel self propelled
unit used for grinding off 'surface
corrugations' on rails.
(T.M.S.)

f
"K.Y.K.G." N.G.I. 63.
Identify
these
Railways ....
(Answers next time)

I

SOCIETY SALES LINES

N.G.I. 63 :-

BRITISH & INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT BOOKSTALL

The following titles are now in stock and ready for immediate delivery, prices quoted are those ruling
at time of publication and may be subject to slight alteration. Orders are filled in strict rotation-as long
as stocks last.
. .. £7. 50
The Railway Foundry Leeds, 1839-1969
. 50p
Fowler Light Railway and Machinery, Locomotives.
. .. £1 . 30
Shropshire and Montgomeryshire Railway. . ..
. .. £2. 75
Welshpool and Llanfair Light Railway (1972 version)
... £2. 00
Lynton and Barnstaple Railway ....
. .• £1 . 60
Duffield Bank and Eaton Railways.
. .. £2 .10
Light Railways of the First World War.
. .. £3. 75
The Clogher Valley Railway.
. .. £1 • 10
Leicester Trams in Retrospect
. 35p
Davington Light Railway ....
.55p
The Listowel and Ballybunion Railway.
.90p
Leeds City Transport Fleet.
. .. £1 . 00
Industrial Preserved & Minor Railway Locomotives in Great Britain.
. 10p
Railways in the Isle of Man.
. 40p
Grich Mineral Railways.
. 30p
An English Country Tramway.
. IOp
Leighton Buzzard Narrow Gauge Railway.
.15p
Llanfair Line Pictorial.
. 65p
Bowaters Sittingbourne Railway.
. 30p
Brockham Museum Stocklist.
.75p
Preserved Locomotives of the British Isles.
.25p
Bowaters Railway in Pictures.
Die Andenbahnen.
Dampflokomotiven D.B.
Blue Ridge Trolley. . ..
The Railroad that ran by the Tide.
Geshichte der ltalienischen Dampflokomotiven.
De Stoomlocomotieven de Nederlandes Tramvegen.
Smalanska Jarnvagar.
Taschenbuch Deutsche Schmalspur-Dampflokomotiven.
Slim Princess. ...
·
Die Schmalspurbahnen auf der lnsel Rugen ...
Industrial Locomotives of Austria & Germany.
Trams in Zurich.
Mexican Narrow Gauge.
Narrow Gauge in a Kingdom.
Steam Locomotives of Yugoslavia.
80 Jahre Zuricher Strassenbahn ....
Mediterranean Island Railways. . ..
South American Steam.
Die Dampflokomotiven Jugoslawien.
Les Locomotives Articulees du System Mallet dans le Monde.
Mit Kohle Dampf und Schaufelraden, Thun and Lake Brienz.

. .. £3 .00
... £3. 50
. .. £4. 00
. .. £3 .40
. .. £2. 50
... £2 .50
. 90p
... £1 . 40
..: £1 . 00
.70p
.40p
. .. £1 . 85
. .. £3 .40
. .. £2 .00
. .. £4. 00
.75p
... £2. 60
. .. £1 . 70
. .. £4 .00
•.• £4. 50
. .. £3. 50

All orders please to : NGRS Hon. Publications Officer; Ron Cox, 11 Frederick Road, Stapleford, Netts. NG9 7FT.
On receipt of 20p RALPH MARTIN will be pleased to send you a bronze and green LAPEL BADGE, pin fitting,
depicting the Society 'LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE' motif
available to N.G.R.S. Members only. P.O's/Cheques
to the Membership Secretary, 27 Oakenbank Crescent, Huddersfield, Yorks. HD5 SLO.
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